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	Safer Surgery, 9780754675365 (075467536X), Ashgate, 2009
Operating theatres are very private workplaces. There have been few research investigations into how highly trained doctors and nurses work together to achieve safe and efficient anaesthesia and surgery. While there have been major advances in surgical and anaesthetic procedures, there are still significant risks for patients during operations and adverse events are not unknown. Due to rising concern about patient safety, surgeons and anaesthetists have looked for ways of minimising adverse events. Behavioural scientists have been encouraged by clinicians to bring research techniques used in other industries into the operating theatre in order to study the behaviour of surgeons, nurses and anaesthetists. "Safer Surgery" presents one of the first collections of studies designed to understand the factors influencing safe and efficient surgical, anaesthetic and nursing practice. The book is written by psychologists, surgeons and anaesthetists, whose contributions combine to offer readers the latest research techniques and findings from some of the leading investigators in this field.  It is designed for practitioners and researchers interested in understanding the behaviour of operating theatre team members, with a view to enhancing both training and practice. The material is also suitable for those studying behaviour in other areas of healthcare or in high-risk work settings. The aims of the book are to: present the latest research on the behaviour of operating theatre teams, describe the techniques being used by psychologists and clinicians to study surgeons, anaesthetists and theatre nurses' task performance, and outline the safety implications of the research to date.
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Software Architecture with C++: Design modern systems using effective architecture concepts, design patterns, and techniques with C++20Packt Publishing, 2021

	
		Apply business requirements to IT infrastructure and deliver a high-quality product by understanding architectures such as microservices, DevOps, and cloud-native using modern C++ standards and features

	
		Key Features

		
			Design scalable large-scale applications with the C++ programming...




		

Encyclopedia of Urban LegendsABC Clio, 2001
Any folklorist who saw the 1998 Columbia Pictures film Urban Legend will probably remember the library scene for its depiction of one aspect of folklore research. In this scene the beautiful student Natalie (played by Alicia Witt) suspects that recent campus mayhem was inspired by urban legends, the same kind of stories...


		

Financial Derivative and Energy Market Valuation: Theory and Implementation in MATLABJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A road map for implementing quantitative financial models


	Financial Derivative and Energy Market Valuation brings the application of financial models to a higher level by helping readers capture the true behavior of energy markets and related financial derivatives. The book provides readers with a range of...





	

Foundation Design and ConstructionLongman Publishing Group, 2001

	Foundation Design and Construction has long been established as the most comprehensive and authoritative guide to the subject. The combination of soil engineering principles, design information, and construction details, makes this book an essential resource for undergraduates and practitioners alike. The text first introduces basic theory...


		

Guide to Computer Forensics and InvestigationsCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	The rapid advance of technology has changed and influenced how we think about gathering digital
	evidence. Soon after the attacks on the World Trade Center in New York City on September 11,
	2001, many young men and women volunteered to serve their country in different ways. For those
	who did not choose the military, options included...


		

Services ComputingSpringer, 2007
As the core technical foundation for the modern services science, Services Computing covers the science, technology and business models of effectively creating and leveraging computing technology to bridge the gap between business and IT services. This book systematically introduces the fundamentals of this new discipline based on the latest...
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